
Border Microprinting
Words are printed so small that they appear
as a line to the naked eye. Only when
magnified do the microprinted words become
visible, making it extremely difficult to
duplicate with a copier or scanner.

Copy-Void in Pantograph
A repeated background design
that the word “VOID”  is exposed
when scanned or copied.

Invisible Fluorescent Fibers
Fibers are revealed under black light.

Security Features

Erasure Protection
When erased, color pantograph
becomes white.

Endorsement Area / Federal Reserve
Bank Regulation CC
Below the endorsement there is more
microprinting.

Pad Lock Icon
Describes some of the visible and
hidden security features.

The Best Check Stock You Can Buy...At a Price You Can Afford!

Security features are continuously being updated and developed to defend against alteration,
erasure, toner removal, photocopying, and counterfeiting. Choosing the right security features for
your business can save you big money. Without preventive measures, your company becomes an
attractive target for crime rings or individual fraud artists. A shift in liability from the banks to the
check issuers has begun because the issuers are not protecting them selves. A good secure check
will have both covert and overt features.

Check 21 Image Ready
When a financial institution stores checks
electronically or as microfilm it is necessary
for the data to take up a small amount of
storage space and be readable. Through the
use of passive inks with a neutral finish, our
checks assure the smallest image size
possible and reduce background clutter to
make the check readable yet secure.

Overt Warning Band
Documents obvious security features
for easy verif ication.

Original Document
Original Documnet is screened
and does not repoduce when
copied.
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Visible Fibers
Red & Blue f ibers allow dor visual authentication

Thermochromic Ink
Ink that disappears when
warmed by touch or breath

True Watermark
Can be seen when the check is
held up to a light source, but will
not scan or copy.  This feature is
added to the paper during the
manufacturing process.


